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ABSTKACT. Watson's goodness of fil lest for uniformity is widely used in thé siaiistical study of
circular data. We show that ils définition and some of ils remarkable stalislical properties
can be expressed in terim of Bernoulli polynomials. This enlighting remark enables us ta give
generalizations ofthis celebrated statistic.
RÉSUMÉ. Le test d'ajustement de Watson est largement utilisé pour l'étude statistique des données circulaires. Nous montrons que sa définition ainsi que certaines de ses propriétés remarquables admettent une expression simple en termes de polynômes de Bernoulli. Cette remarque
importante permet de donner des généralisations de la célèbre statistique.
KEYWOKDS: Directional stalislics, cirular data, Beran 's class ofstatislics, Bernoulli polynomials
MOTS-CLÉS : Statistiques directionnelles, données circulaires, statistiques de Beran, polynômes
de Bernoulli.

1. Introduction

A large class of goodness of fit tests for uniformity of circular data has been studied
by Beran in [1]. We will use thé notations and thé basic properties of Beran's statistics
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recalled in [2], §6.3.7. Let 0\, .... On be a sample of angles measured in radians. The
Beran's statistic with kernel h is denoted by Vn(h) and defined to be thé V— statistic

Assume / is a square-summable density whose Fourier expansion is given by
1

f(0) =

(2)

2/o(0)| = ^ + -

with /0 (6l) =

(3)

The function /o represents thé departure of / from uniformity. The null hypothesis
of uniformity is rejected for large values of Vn(h). The test for uniformity based
upon Vn(h) is a locally (i.e. for K —• 0) most powerful rotation-invariant test against
alternatives with densities of thé forrn
(4)
(5)

provided thé Fourier coefficients of /o and ft are related by thé equalities

(6)
Under uniformity, one has

x) =

^L)withap=n(l-4)

(7)

and thé test based on Vn(h) is consistent against ail alternatives / for which £^i p%(ctp + j3*) > 0.
2. Watson's statistic and ils generalizations
An important example among Beran's statistics is provided by thé statistic denoted
by U% introduced by Watson in [4] and given by
f/2 = vn(h) with /;2 =

hence

(8)
(-27T < 61 < 27r).

27T
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2?T

(9)

Generalization of Watson's statistic
In view of condition (6) we see that Watson's test is a locally most powerful invariant
test against thé alternatives (2) with

p=l

Watson's statistic has been extensively studied but to our knowledge thé following
fruitful remark has not been used in order to generalize ils interesting statistical properties : thé polynomials appearing on thé right-hand sides of (9) — (10) are closely
related to Bernoulli polynomials. More precisely thé kernel h and thé departure from
uniformity /o for which h gives rise to a powerful test can be rewritten as

where BI , B^ dénote Bernoulli polynomials. We recall that Bernoulli polynomials
Bm,m = 0, 1, .,. can be defined (see ibr instance formula 23.1.1 in [3]) via thé generating functions

m=0

Thus thé first Bernoulli polynomials are given by
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The key property making Bernoulli polynomials suited l'or computations in thé field of
circular statistics is that their normalized version Bm admit thé pointwise convergent
Fourier expansions, valid for x CL [0,1],

B,,nM -

2

l)!B*"*''*' * g

obtained from relations 23.1.17-18 in [3]. Thèse facts lead to thé following generalization of Watson's statistic and of its statistical properties. In thé following Theorem
thé case m = 1 corresponds to Watson's statistic.
Theorem 1. Let m > 1 be an integerand Vn(h) = C/^>n thé Beran's statistic defined
by (1) with
h(0) = 2B2nl

(-27T < (I < 2ir), hence p$ = (^m)-

The following properties hold.
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(p > 1). (13)
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PI: Under thé hypothesis ofuniformity on lias, for each x > 0,
oo

x) = ^am,pe-^-^m^

(14)

P =i

(-np+iflZm-a 2 ™- 1
m
m,p = 2m^—ij^ -• J] r(-e^/ p)
henceai.p = 2(-l)" +1 and o2.p = 4(-l)" +1 ^^

(15)
.

(16)

P2: 77ie «•.« based on î/îe rejection ofuniformity for large values ofU^n is consistent against ail square-summable alternatives and is a locally most powerful test of
uniformity against alternatives with density oftheform (2) with
MO) = Bm (—}

(0<0< 27T).

(17)

Proof. AU thèse results are straightforward conséquences of thé général properties
of Beran's statistics recalled in thé introduction used in combination with expansions
(11) - (12). We omit détails concerning fromula (15) which is derived from (7). We
just mention that it is obtained by using thé elementary equalities
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